The idea of quantum computation is the most promising recent developments in the hightech domain, while experimental realization of a quantum computer poses a formidable challenge. Among the proposed models especially attractive are semiconductor based nuclear spin quantum computer's (S-NSQC), where nuclear spins are used as quantum bistable elements, ''qubits'', coupled to the electron spin and orbital dynamics. We propose here a scheme for implementation of basic elements for S-NSQC's which are realizable within achievements of the modern nanotechnology. These elements are expected to be based on a nuclear-spin-controlled isotopically engineered Si/SiGe heterojunction, because in these semiconductors one can vary the abundance of nuclear spins by engineering the isotopic composition. A specific device is suggested, which allows one to model the processes of recording, reading and information transfer on a quantum level using the technique of electrical detection of the magnetic state of nuclear spins. Improvement of this technique for a semiconductor system with a relatively small number of nuclei might be applied to the manipulation of nuclear spin ''qubits'' in the future S-NSQC. 
Introduction
The idea of a quantum computer goes back to the work of Feynman [1] who pointed out, in 60-th, that classical machines can not simulate quantum systems. Indeed, the correlation between different parts of a quantum system contains exponentially large, compared to classical systems, information. Therefore, it is impossible for classical computers to simulate large quantum systems, never mind how fast they are and how much memory is available. A challenging problem is, by the other hand, to use the reach world of correlations in quantum systems in a controllable manner to process information. These would result in creation of a quantum computer. For more than two decades the problem of quantum computation has been of pure academic interest. It increased dramatically in the last few years due to discoveries of the quantum algorithms for prime factorization [2] and for exhaustive search [3] which are exponentially faster than the best known classical algorithms doing the same tasks and the sufficiently powerful quantum error-correcting codes [4] . This results in development of a few models for possible implementation of a quantum computer based on different basic quantum bistable elements -qubits (see, for example, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and references therein).
The states of spin-1/2 particles are precisely two-level systems that can be used for quantum computation. Nuclear spins are preferable because they are extremely well isolated from their environment and have a very long decoherence time. Therefore operations on nuclear spin qubits will have low error rates. Making use of the nuclear spins in semiconductors is especially promising since the modern semiconductor technology has developed extremely powerful capabilities in manipulating the charges and their spins. Current models of semiconductor based nuclear spin quantum computer (S-NSQC), could be roughly divided into two groups. One is the Kane's model [11] based on the idea of implementing a quantum computer on an array of nuclear spins located on phosphorous donors in silicon. Other approach is to incorporate nuclear spins into an electronic device (heterostructure in the quantum Hall effect regime) and to detect the spins and control their interactions electronically [12] [13] [14] .
In spite of significant technological difficulties for the realization of the ingenious Kane's idea, e.g. it requires a phosphorous atoms ordered as a regular array with spacing of 20 nm as well as a gate spacing of 10 nm, his model has triggered an enormous interest to the semiconductor realizations of the nuclear spin quantum computers.
The attraction of the approach of using nuclear spin quantum computation lies in the idea of incorporating nuclear spins into a semiconductor device. One can then detect the nuclear spin polarization electronically via the hyperfine interaction between electron and nuclear spins embedded in a two-dimensional (2D) electron system in which the electron gas is in the quantum-Hall-effect (QHE) regime. As a result, nuclear spin polarization is detectable by measuring peculiarities of electron transport in a semiconductor device [15, 16] . In QHE regime, at temperatures about 1 K and magnetic fields B of several Tesla, there are intervals of B where electrons fill up an integer Landau level and form a non-dissipative QHE fluid. At these fields, the Hall resistance exhibits a plateau at values of conductivity of multiples of e 2 /h, while the dissipativity of the conduction electron gas (longitudinal magnetoresistance) approaches zero.
Such systems are made usually at the interfaces between different semiconductors, the most advanced of which is the GaAs/Al 1-x Ga x As heterostructure, where the highest electron mobility ZDVDFKLHYHG! 7 cm 2 /VÂV>@ However, so far as S-NSQC is concerned, using the GaAs/Al 1-x Ga x As heterostructure has very serious drawbacks. Even in the smallest lithographically prepared structures (10x10 nm), one expects a huge number of active nuclear spins (~10 4 ), because all elemental components of GaAs/AlGaAs devices have non-zero nuclear spin I: Ga 69 (I = 3/2), Ga 71 (I = 3/2), As 75 (I = 3/2), Al 27 (I = 5/2). In this system, one cannot expect a coherent behavior of such amount of nuclear spins, it is impossible to prevent the intensive spin-flip scattering of polarized electrons on nuclear spins, which leads to a short coherent length for electrons with respect to the conservation of their spin polarization. The rate of decoherence in such a device will be too high to perform any reasonable quantum computation.
In this sense, Si/Si 1-x Ge x heterojunction is much more promising. Recent achievements in Si/Ge technology allow one to obtain high quality heterojunctions with mobility of about 5Â10 5 cm 2 /V·s [18] . Using Si/Ge heterostructures has several advantages concerning S-NSQC. First, the concentration of nuclear spins in Ge and Si crystals is much lower, because only one isotope (Ge 73 and Si 29 ) has a nuclear spin, and the natural abundance of this isotope is small (see Table   1 ). Second, the variation of isotopic composition for Ge and Si will lead to the creation of a material with a controlled concentration of nuclear spins, and even without nuclear spins.
Utilization of isotopically engineered Ge and Si elements in the growth of the active Si/Ge layers, could help realize an almost zero nuclear spin layer that is coplanar with the 2DEG.
Then, one might deliberately vary the isotopic composition to produce layers, wires and dots that could serve as nuclear spin qubits with a controlled number of nuclear spins. In the following section we propose the procedure how to fabricate the two-qubit basic device for S-NSQC. We do not consider on this stage the problems of a quantum register formation by an array of qubits, their coherence and how they can be brought into entanglement. In section 3, the device operation is discussed which enables to record, read and transfer information on a quantum level. Usually, the substrate surface of Si cut at a small angle to some crystallographic direction consists of atomic size steps [19] , followed by a relatively long plateau (see Fig. 1a ). The typical size of the steps a is of order 0.1-0.5 nm (depending on the crystallographic orientation), which
gives the following value for the length of plateau d = a/ = 100-500 nm for = 10 -3 . The atoms deposited on the hot substrate are mobile and move toward steps in the corner where more dangling bonds are utilized (see Fig. 1b,c) . As a result, during the process of deposition and formation of new layers, the steps move from left to right continuously. For a given deposition rate, one can determine the time t needed for the deposition of one monolayer, i.e. to cover the HQWLUHSODWHDX,IRQHLVRWRSHLVGHSRVLWHGGXULQJVRPHSDUWRIWKLVWLPH2)LJEIROORZHGE\ other isotope being deposited during the rest of this time interval t±2WKHQDSHULRGLFDOVWULSHG layer will be obtained with a controlled ratio of the strip widths:
The next step consists of fabricating a nanosize structure on top of this layer. For this purpose, the Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) technique is usually used, which can go lower than the limits obtainable by conventional methods, such as photon-and electron-beam lithography [20, 21] . In our case, for fabrication of a nuclear-spin qubit device on top of an isotopically engineered Si-layer, we suggest using the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)-assisted local oxidation technique, which consists of the following steps.
During the nanostructure patterning, the silicon surface will be firstly H-passivated by treatment in buffered HF acid, which strips the native oxide and terminates the surface bonds with a hydride layer. This passivating hydride layer is robust and protects the surface for days from oxidation. Under suitable bias between conducting the AFM tip and the surface, the high electric field oxidizes the Si surface in the immediate vicinity of the tip. The resulting oxide pattern is transferred into the Si by selective etches, which attack silicon but not its oxide.
Features down to 10 nm were obtained with this technique [22] . The steps on vicinal planes can be seen on the AFM images of the surface before patterning, and could serve as reference marks for correct alignment of nanoscale pattern with respect to the isotope Si 29 stripes.
To prepare the nanoscale structure for electrical measurements, this structure will be fabricated inside an intermediate micrometer scale pattern previously created on the top layer which is connected to the outer measurement circuit.
Device operation
The structure for S-NSQC should permit several operations: selective population with electrons of two Quantum Dots (QD), measurement of spin states in QD by the magnetoresistance, the modulation of the coupling between QD. We propose the following configuration of this structure (Fig. 2) , which should be patterned on the spinless layer containing stripes of nuclei with nonzero spins. These stripes are presented as gray bands. Future experiments with the above structures might proceed as follows:
1) Separate two parts of a sample shown in Fig. 2 by applying a negative voltage to the barrier gates G 3 . Additionally, one of the dots (say, the right one) must be depleted by gate G 2 .
2) Switch on perpendicular magnetic field which corresponds to the minimal longitudinal resistivity in the QHE regime and apply microwave radiation with frequency which correspond to the Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) in Si at given magnetic field. This should lead to intensive electron transitions with spin flipping. In its turn, this causes polarization of nuclear spins due to hyperfine interaction between electron and nuclear spin systems This step corresponds to the record of information on a quantum level.
3) Stop the microwave radiation, maintain the barrier between two parts (dots) but introduce electrons in the right part at the same density as in the left part by adjusting gate voltage G 2 .
4) Measure the nuclear spin polarization = (n9n;n9n; LQ ERWK 4' XVLQJ WKH
Overhauser effect [23] . The value of can be detected via observation of a hysteresis in magnetoresistance measurements by sweeping magnetic field up and down, as was already 6 6 demonstrated in GaAs/Al 1-x Ga x As [15] . It is expected that in the left QD = 1 while in the right QD = 0. This step corresponds to reading information recorded on a quantum level.
5) Remove the barrier G 3 and allow non-dissipative motion of electrons between two parts of the structure for some fixed time interval T. Rebuilt the barrier again and measure in both parts (dots). It is expected that in the left part will decrease, whereas in the right part, will increase, reaching equal values after sufficiently long time T. This effect corresponds to the transfer of information recorded on a quantum level between two elementary cells (quantum dots).
Isotope engineering will allow us to dilute the number of nuclear spins in quantum dots. Therefore, implementation of the above program is also aimed to improve the technique of electrical detection of the nuclear spin state in semiconductor systems with a relatively small number of nuclei. This might be applied to the manipulation of nuclear spin qubits in the future realization of S-NSQC. used to increase the thermal conductivity of a Si substrate [27] .
Experimental feasibility and summary.
In the current state of AFM-assisted lithography, this type of structure can be fabricated with sufficiently small channel width. The main difficulty presents only the proper alignment of the pattern with respect to the isotope-engineered stripes.
The measurement of the nuclear spin polarization in quantum dots is a challenge for experimentalists, since the number of nuclear spins interacting with 2D electrons is negligibly small compared to their total number in a sample. However, successful electronic detection of the nuclear spin polarization in the QHE regime performed by von Klitzing group [15] is encouraging.
Various experimental technics were used since to measure the hyperfine coupling between the nuclear spins and the electrons in QHE regime and in mesoscopic systems [28] [29] [30] . These experiments demonstrate clearly the feasibility of measuring the polarization of a tiny amount of nuclear spins in heterojunctions via their coupling to the conduction electron spins. A novel approach in detecting nuclear spin polarization in 7 mesoscopic systems consists in measuring the electron phase difference in nano-channels with nuclei in different states of spin polarization [31] . Hyperfine Aharonov-Bohm oscillations produced in such a way will serve as reading-off devices with a very high spatial resolution. 
